
The National Unified Tracking Service 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are commissioning a new computer-based tracking 

system for native fauna. The essential aim of the new tracking system is to improve the accuracy and amount 

of information available to them, for the purposes of monitoring species decline and recovery rates and 

enabling earlier identification of endangered species. To improve data collection, the NPWS plan to deploy 

remote monitoring units to gather real-time in-the-field data about the presence and activity of species of 

interest. The new system, dubbed the National Unified Tracking Service (NUTS), also has the goal of 

unifying existing species tracking data, and forming the basis of an improved public information and 

education system about endangered species. NPWS realizes this is an extremely ambitious project and are 

concerned about development feasibility and cost. They have asked you to join the architecture team to 

help ensure that the architecture of the system supports its diverse goals while remaining cost-effective to 

implement and maintain. Adam Eve, NPWS scientist, explains the motivation for the real-time acquisition 

part of the system: “Well, we already have a number of tracking options, like tags and so on, which we will 

continue to use. But there are a couple of problems, like you have to catch the animal, and they don’t work 

on reptiles and arachnids for instance. But mainly, we don’t have a good way of really localizing the data—

that is, getting lots of information about which critters are where exactly and what they’re doing there. So, 

these gizmos here (Adam taps a steel box on his desk) are going to solve that problem for us. Check it out: 

camera, infrared, audio, a chunky little processor and battery, all in here. Oh right, and the wireless link, 

we’re still figuring out what the best option is for that... Anyway what we do is deploy a cluster of these 

“bricks” in a small area, and then download software and parameters onto it that tells it what to be looking 

for. There’s probably one or two dozen bricks in a cluster, and we figure we’ll have thirty or forty clusters 

in the field once we get into full swing. “So once we have a cluster configured, we set them running. The 

processor ticks away until the sensors show something that might be interesting, at which point it fires into 

full gear and runs recognition algorithms on the audio or video. If it still looks good, it starts transmitting 

live audio and video—compressed of course—to the main servers. There, we do some heavy-duty 

recognition on the real-time data coming in to get rid of data that isn’t going to be of any interest. The result 

gets saved and is then processed later with human help in order to figure out which data to keep, and also 

to cross-correlate the data streams from the different bricks in the cluster. Finally, all of this gets stored in 

the main species tracking database. “Bit of a beast, eh?! Anyway the end goal is to get much better localized 

data on species of interest, together with all the associated date/time information and some good audio and 

video attached to it”. 


